Digital Futures is a cross-disciplinary research center that explores and develops digital technologies with high industrial relevance. We generate knowledge, innovations and future leaders in this field.
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**FLY-HIGH FIKA SEMINAR**

September 9, 2021

12:00 - 13:00 CEST (UTC +2)

**Title:** Visual Learning and Reasoning in Deep Networks

**Speaker:** Xi-Lillian Pang, KTH Royal Institute of Technology

**Description:**

We are facing a data explosion that makes it necessary to develop new ways to learn from the data. Vision algorithms have a large impact on modern society, but we need to understand the foundations for learning in computer vision. In this talk, I will present some ideas and the main challenges we need to address.
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**DIVE-DEEP LUNCH SEMINAR**

September 28, 2021

12:00 - 13:00 CEST (UTC +2)

**Title:** Ecological impact of forest wild-fires

**Speaker:** Georganos Stefanos, KTH Royal Institute of Technology

**Description:**

The impacts of forest wild-fires are significant and affect the whole environment. We will discuss the ecological impacts of forest wild-fires and how they are managed.
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**DIGITALIZE IN STHLM 2021**

September 28, 2021

**Theme:** Information, innovation and inspiration!

**Description:**

Digitalize in Sthlm 2021 is the most exciting event of the year! Be part of the future. EVOLVE! How will the industry transform? How will healthcare improve? Find out how by joining us.
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**Digileaders 2021**

**Call for Participation: Future Digileaders**

**SEPTEMBER 2021 – APPLY NOW!**

**APPLICATION IS OPEN UNTIL 30 NOVEMBER 2021**

**Fellowship program with two kinds of engagements:**

- **Participants**: women or are non-binary. The event focuses on broad area of digitalization who identify as participants.
- **Fellows**: future Digileaders is an event for selected future leaders of high industrial relevance.

**Description:**

Digileaders 2021 is the first honorific event at Digital Futures and aims to enhance innovation, digitalization, and collaboration. The event will be held in Stockholm, Sweden, and will feature talks, workshops, and networking opportunities.
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**Emil Björnson – Digital Futures Fellowships**

**Digital Futures Fellowships – here are the first honourees**

**Digital Futures Fellowship for strategic strategy recruitment KTH, is the first recipient of the Digital Futures Fellowship**

**Emil Björnson**

**Title:** Future Digileaders

**Speaker:** Mikael Skoglund, Assistant Professor at KTH and a Postdoc at Digital Futures...

**Working group Cooperate and a Co-PI of research project HiSS at Digital Futures...**

**Digital Futures Strategic Research Matrix**

** Fellowship program with two kinds of engagements:**

- **Participants**: women or are non-binary. The event focuses on broad area of digitalization who identify as participants.
- **Fellows**: future Digileaders is an event for selected future leaders of high industrial relevance.
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**Dive-deep lunch seminars?**

**FLY-HIGH FIKA SEMINAR**

**Dive-deep lunch seminars?**

**Upcoming lectures and seminars**

**Upcoming lectures and seminars**
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For more information and how to apply visit [here](https://www.digitalfutures.kth.se/)
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